Evolving Our Assortment to Capture
Consumer Demand Amidst COVID-19
Current environment

COVID-19 has driven changes in
consumer preferences and
behavior including decreased
demand for dress and
seasonal footwear.

Our response

we have pivoted our assortment
to categories that are winning
during COVID, like athletic and
kids, and have increased our
exposure to the top 50 brands
in footwear.

Our pivot has
been successful
3q19 Us sales
penetration

And our strategy
is paying off
3q20 Yoy
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How designer brands is winning

#2 Retailer of Women’s Athletic
Footwear According to NPD

Majority of 30M Customer Base
is Female, A Desirable Customer
Segment for Athletic Brands
Looking to Reach Female Athletes

Significantly Fewer Promotions
Needed on Athletic Product

Spring of 2021:
• Athleisure(2) comps, inclusive of
athletic, expected to grow double
digits in 1h21
• Athletic Receipts Planned Up
Double Digits

Designer Brands’ positioning
for post-pandemic success

Increasing market share in
key categories
• Strategic pivots to athletic
and kids
• Increased exposure to top
50 brands

Historic success in dress
and seasonal

Well-positioned to serve
all customer needs

#1

omnichannel footwear retailer
for 3 consecutive years(3)

(1) Digital demand refers to customer orders generated online, without regard to where or when the order is fulfilled, and
excludes returns. (2) Athleisure includes all athletic product as well as footwear inspired by athletic looks that is
suitable for wearing outside of the gym. (3) TotalRetail’s top 100 omnichannel retailers report for 2017, 2018 and 2019
ranking publicly-traded retailers.
Forward-Looking Statements: Any statements in this presentation that are not historical facts are forward-looking
statements and are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
These statements are based on the Company’s current expectations and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors that could cause actual results, performance or achievements to materially differ from those
expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements because of factors discussed in this infographic and in the risk
factors section identified in our Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended February 1, 2020, as amended, and in our other reports
and filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Company undertakes no obligation to revise the forwardlooking statements included in this presentation to reflect any future events or circumstances, except as may be required
by law.

